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RESPONSE TO CITY PLAN 2 
 

DM7 Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) 
 
 
 
SUPPORT: 
 

1. Planning permission will be granted for the conversion of sui generis Houses in Multiple 
Occupation to self-contained family homes (use Class C3). 
 
 

QUALIFIED SUPPORT: 
 

2. Applications for new build HMOs, and applications for the change of use to a C4 use, a mixed 
C3/C4 use or to a sui generis HMO use will be permitted where the proposal complies with City 
Plan Part One Policy CP21 and all of the following criteria are met: 

a) fewer than 20% of dwellings in the wider neighbourhood are already in use as HMOs; 
b) the proposal does not result in a non-HMO dwelling being sandwiched between two existing HMOs 

in a continuous frontage; 
c) the proposal does not lead to a continuous frontage of three or more HMOs; 
d) The internal and private outdoor space standards provided comply with Policy DM1 Housing 

Quality, Choice and Mix; 
e) Communal living space and cooking and bathroom facilities are provided appropriate in size to 

the expected number of occupants. 
 

From the Reasoned Justification given for 2 (2.51-263), we recognise that 
the Council understands the detrimental effects on traditional family 
neighbourhoods resulting from an increasing number of student HMOs.  We 
also understand that the Council’s autonomy when it comes to restricting the 
numbers of student HMOs is severely hampered by central government 
policies.   
 
It could be argued that since 2009 when it first became clear that university 
numbers were rising above the universities’ provision for their students’ 
accommodation, it would have been wiser for the council of the day to seek an 
Article 4 Direction for the entire city (as other university cities had done).   
 
In 2009 the council described the private rental market as “reacting positively” 
to the need for student accommodation but when, in 2010, central government 
introduced Permitted Development Rights, which allowed landlords to sub-
divide even the smallest of properties into multi-let student rentals without 
needing planning permission, that positive became a huge negative.  
 
Landlords became reluctant to rent to people on benefits or low incomes, all 
too often using No Fault Evictions to allow them to turn to the more lucrative 
option of student lets – especially as these are exempt from council tax.  This, 
together with landlords owning up to several hundred properties not being 
liable for business tax has resulted in our city losing so much housing that the 
council have suggested that our citizens on low incomes should consider 
moving out of the city and further down the coast while landlords continue to 
profit from moving students in.  Social cleansing? 
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By 2013, the universities having continued to under-provide accommodation, 
five large city wards were granted Article 4 Directions - but only after these 
neighbourhoods had reached student saturation point and many hundreds of 
traditional family homes and amenities had been lost to private sector 
landlords. 
  
Despite Article 4 Directions being in force, some of these areas continue to lose 
family-sized homes due to Headlease Properties (as recently seen in 
Bevendean). 
These properties leased by the universities from private landlords are, by some 
legal glitch, exempt from Article 4 restrictions. 
 
Furthermore, private developers of student HMOs are fast spreading and 
already negatively impacting on other non-regulated areas such as East 
Brighton. 
 
The competition between universities has resulted in the numbers of 
“unconditional offers” leaping in five years from under 3,000 to over 67,000.  
As our two universities will undoubtedly be looking to bag a percentage of 
these students, this can only exacerbate our housing crisis as yet more private 
rentals will be needed to house them. 
 
The students are not at fault here, they start their university lives in debt, are 
directed by the universities to high-rent privately owned properties, and can’t 
know that all too often they will be housed in areas already studentified to the 
point where, rather than being welcomed, they will be resented.  
 
Given the government bars to limiting the loss of any further family 
homes, plus the constraints imposed by gross government underfunding, 
we would ask the council to consider the following: 
 

1. Placing a limit on how many future students the universities can expect to be 
housed outside the universities’ own provision.  
 

2. Seeking an undertaking from the universities that they will not exploit the 
loophole that allows headlease properties to be placed in areas where Article 4 
Directions are in place.  
 

3. Using the government-sanctioned freedom to set HMO size standards above 
the national minimum.  (Housing, England.  The Licensing of Houses in Multiple 
Occupation 2018) (The current minimum HMO bedroom size is that 
recommended by HM Prisons for single cell occupancy).  
 
City Plan 2 exempts Use Class C3 residential accommodation from the 
requirements for the new residential developments the council is planning.  
However, when developers convert C3 homes into C4 HMOs and larger sui 
generis HMOs the council could surely demand that landlords comply with the 
following standards required for new properties: 
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DMI – Housing Quality and Mix requirements for new residential 
developments e.g. requirement:  b) a residential unit with two or more bedspaces 
has at least one double (or twin) bedroom.  
 

This would discourage the practice of packing multiple small single bedrooms 
into properties and, instead, make them more suitable for the families and key 
workers we are currently failing to house. 

 
DM1 e) 5% of all the residential units should be suitable for occupation by a 
wheelchair user in accordance with Building Regulation M4(3) 
 

It is right and proper to impose this requirement for new build 
accommodation, but to excuse Class 4 HMO landlords from providing this 
facility could be viewed as discriminatory. 

 
Given that Permitted Development Rights lead to the absurd situation where 
HMOs cannot be granted licenses until after properties have been converted 
and students moved in, using council discretion to increase room sizes and 
lessen occupancy levels would both retain residential sized housing units and 
go some way to meeting the government’s own requirements in respect of un-
met housing needs. 
 

4. The London borough of Newham gave their list of registered landlords to 
HMRC.  Through their Connect system, HMRC found that almost half of those 
landlords were not registered for self-assessment.  This meant HMRC was 
down some £4.8m in revenues for one borough alone. 
 
In one of their 2016 Consultation Papers, HMRC recommended that before 
being granted a licence, landlords of HMOs would have to prove that they were 
registered for self-assessment.  It maybe that the council already follows this 
recommendation but, if not, it would ensure that the landlords they licence are 
not escaping national taxation as well as council and business taxes. 
 

5. Since the council is not allowed to profit from the miniscule HMO licensing fees 
(e.g. £710 for a 5-year license on a 6-bed student HMO yielding a gross profit of 
£42,120 per year - £3,510 pcm), and landlords pay no council or business 
taxes, we would argue that an annual Community Levy should be charged for 
each property to help pay for the extra refuse, general services and upkeep of 
the city.   
 
Alternatively - or better still, in addition - the universities could be required to 
pay a small levy per student for those not housed in university accommodation. 
They garner considerable fees, are exempt from tax and this levy would help 
towards the upkeep of the city they actively attract students to, as well as 
helping towards the costs our council faces in having to replace the many 
traditional family homes lost to the private student landlord sector.  (For every 
10,000 students a £25 levy on each would amount to £250,000) 
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6.    The revenue benefit of having two universities is much vaunted, but the actual 
revenue amounts they bring to Brighton & Hove as opposed to the whole south 
east region are hard to find. 
In a report commission by the University of Sussex it is said to bring £343 
million to the economy, but that benefit is spread over Brighton & Hove, East 
Sussex and West Sussex.  Again, the 5,180 jobs it boasts are across the entire 
region.  It has 17,000 students. 
 
These revenue benefits include student-spending power via their maintenance 
loans, but loans have not kept up with high rental costs and so students have 
far less disposable income than previously.  
 
Recent figures for the revenue benefit of the University of Brighton, which has 
21,000 students couldn’t be found.  The job figures are 2,700. 

 
We would urge the council to investigate the actual revenue benefit and 
number of jobs created by the two universities so that it can be seen in the 
context of other city revenue streams such as conferences and tourism: 
 
Tourism brings in £839 million of direct income for local businesses and 
supports some 21,682 jobs. 

 
Business and the need to create more office space.  In the Regeneris Report 
2017 – Brighton & Hove Economic Strategy, it points up that Brighton & Hove 
“has seen a significant trend of Permitted Development since 2014 for commercial to residential 
conversions, and that this is one of the factors impacting on the attractiveness of the area to 
investors, the ability of businesses to expand, and the ability of the area to continue to 
accommodate a labour market with the balance of skills required to sustain the city’s core 
sectors.”   

 
Tourism and business are crucial to the on-going economic success of the city 
and should be prioritised over the universities, since they are revenue streams 
that do not exacerbate our housing crisis and destroy our mixed, balanced, 
inclusive and sustainable communities.  

 
DM2 – Retaining Housing and residential accommodation (C3) 

 
   “The council will seek to resist any net loss of existing  
    residential accommodation (Use Class 3) in the city ..” 
 

It’s abundantly clear that until government policies on No Fault Evictions, 
Permitted Development, Council Tax and Business Tax exemptions for 
property owning student landlords are changed, our council will struggle to 
achieve this aim and the private student rental sector will continue to dictate 
the quality of life for our citizens.     

 
 
 
 

 


